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Abstract: This paper presents a new algorithm that calculates the available transfer capability (ATC)
in deregulated networks based on a probabilistic approach. Determination of total transfer capability
(TTC) is the key component in ATC computation. An optimal power flow (OPF) technique based on
the quadratic programming is implemented to evaluate TTCs for different contingency states in an
interconnected power system. The time consumed for TTC calculation is one of the most important
problems. In this paper, the TTC is calculated offline. Another problem for assessment of ATC in
operating condition is the uncertainty in the load levels. The load uncertainty is considered and
modeled by a normal distribution function. The advantages of this algorithm are presented by an
application to an IEEE 24- Bus system. 
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INTRODUCTION

In many countries, the electric industry has faced the phenomena of restructuring or is facing it now.
Restructuring came to existence with the purpose of rising competition in order to improve the function of
electric networks (Sulaiman, 2010; Hassan, 2010). With the movement towards the open transmission access
in restructured networks, quantifying the transmission transfer capability of interconnected power systems is
becoming an important issue of concern to both system planners and operators, which has led to definition of
available transfer capability(ATC) by NERC (Transmission, 1996). ATC is defined as the transfer capability
in the physical transmission network, which depends on several parameters (i.e. total transfer capability (TTC),
transmission right margin (TRM) and capacity benefit margin (CBM)). Their definitions were defined as
follows (Transmission, 1996):
o ATC is a measure of the transfer capability remaining in the physical transmission network for further

commercial activity and above already committed uses.
o TTC is defined as the amount of electric power that can be transferred over the interconnected

transmission network in a reliable manner while meeting all of a specified set of defined pre and post
contingency system condition.

o TRM is defined as the amount of transmission transfer capability necessary to ensure that the
interconnected transmission network is secure under a reasonable range of uncertainties in the system
condition.

o CBM is defined as the amount of transmission transfer capability reserved by load serving entities to
ensure access to generation from interconnected systems to meet generation reliability requirements.
Currently, there exist various techniques for calculating ATC and TTC. These techniques can be classified

into two categories: the deterministic techniques and the probabilistic approaches (Audomvongseree, 2004;
Ejebe, 2000; Grijalva, 2003; Hojabri, 2010; Gisin, 2000; Tian, 1998; Ejebe, 1998; Hamoud, 2000; Ou, 2003;
Chang, 2002; Leite da Silva, 199; Mello, 1997; Xia, 1996). The deterministic techniques based on the worst
case may provide conservative TTC values that can lead to the inefficient use of an interconnected transmission
network. For the random nature of power system, the probabilistic method, however, can provide more
information, such as the expected value and the probability distribution of TTC and ATC for an interconnected
network.

One of the methods of calculating TTC is the sensitivity method, which is based on either DC or AC load
flow (Ejebe, 2000; Grijalva, 2003; Sombuttwilailert) Another method for TTC calculation is the continuation
power flow (CPF) algorithm which can trace the power flow solution curve, starting at a base load, leading
to the steady state voltage stability limit or the critical maximum loading point of the system (Galiana, 1996). 
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Optimal power flow (OPF') is a quite powerful tool that has been investigated extensively in the past for
calculating TTC. Up to now, the OPF-based techniques for TTC calculation are very slow and can't be applied
online yet.

o In this paper a new algorithm for probability assessment of ATC in deregulated network in operating
conditions is proposed. The objective of the proposed method is to develop an accurate ATC evaluation
method in the operating condition of the system. The proposed algorithm consisted of the two main steps: 

o Calculating TTC and building a database of this parameter with regard to various contingencies of the
power system. Data base formation is handled in offline calculation. 

o Calculating ATC in operating condition after building of TTC database. 

The advantages of this algorithm are presented by an application to an IEEE 24- Bus system. This paper
is organized in the following sequence. In section II, the proposed algorithm is illustrated. Then, the application
of the proposed algorithm to an IEEE 24- Bus system is presented in section III. Finally, conclusion is
provided in section IV.

II. Structure of the Algorithm:
The ATC and the associated probability distribution of this proposed algorithm can be obtained by the

following steps: 
o Calculating of TTC with regard to various contingencies of power system. 
o A normal distribution model of the load is modeled, then Monte Carlo simulation is used to select load

level.
o ATC is calculated in the operating condition. 

III. TTC Database Calculation:
This paper focuses on the topic of bilateral transaction, we will use the term TTC as defined by M.D. Ilic

et al. (Galiana, 1996) the bilateral transmission capacity (BITC). By using the definition of BITC, TTC is a
maximum amount of power for a given set of system conditions that can be transferred from one location
known as a source to another location known as a sink without any violations of system constraints.

The TTC can be solved as a constrained nonlinear programming problem with an objective function to
determine the maximum generation increase from the source buses to sink buses, subjected to the system
equality and inequality constraints, such as following:
1. Voltage level limits System: voltage must be between acceptable minimum and maximum levels.
2. Transmission line thermal limit: electrical loading of transmission lines in MVA base should not exceed

the normal and emergency ratings in normal and contingency cases respectively.
3. Generation limit: generation at source must not exceed its generating limit.

For calculating this parameter, this algorithm formulates the problem by introducing a load parameter  
to the load at the sink bus while the source bus is considered as a system slack.
The TTC problem can presented as:

Max. λ

Subjected to: g (x) = 0   (1)
      h (x) < 0

The g (x)  represents the power flow equality constraints:

  (2) 
1

cos sin 0
n

Gi Di i j ij ij ij ij
j
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  (3) 
1

sin cos 0
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Gi Di i j ij ij ij ij
j
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Where:
PGi and Qgi The real and reactive power generations at bus i.
PDi and Qdi The real and reactive powers of the load at bus i.
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δij = δi - δj Voltage angle difference between bus I and bus j.
Gij + jBij Real and imaginary part of ijth element of bus admittance matrix.
n The total number of buses.
The inequality constraints h (x) include:

  (4)
min maxi i iV V V 

  (5)maxij ijS S

  (6)
min max

Gi Gi GiP P P 

  (7)
min max
Gi Gi GiQ Q Q 

Where:
      and       The upper and lower limits of the real power generation at bus i.min

GiP max
GiP

Sij Apparent power in line ij. 
Sij max the upper limits of the apparent power in line ij.

        and         the upper and lower limits of voltage at bus i.max
iV min

iV

The real and reactive power at sink bus can be presented as: 

  (8)0 (1 )Di Di DiP P k 

  (9)0 (1 )Di Di GiQ Q k 

Where:
λ load parameter

     and      original real and reactive base load at bus i.
0

DiP 0
DiQ

kDi and kGi load multiplier related to power factor at bus i.

TTC level in each case is calculated as follow:

(10)j
j K

TTC F


 

Where Fj is active power in tie line j.
An optimal power flow (OPF) technique based on the quadratic programming is implemented to evaluate

TTCs for different contingency states in an interconnected power system.
The proposed method for TTC database evaluation is outlined in the following steps. 

o Step 1:
Read all electric and reliability parameters of the system.

o Step 2:
Select a case of system (normal or any contingency case from contingency list).

o Step 3:
With λ = 0, run OPF for this case of system. If OPF converges, go to Step 4, otherwise perform load

shading.
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o Step 4: 
Increase λ. λ1 = λ0 + ªλ.

o Step 5:
Run OPF for new λ, if no limit is violated, go to step 4, otherwise go to step 6.

o Step 6:
With λ1 = λ0 + ªλ, run OPF.

o Step 7:
Compute the TTC at the maximal.

o Step 8:
Return to step 2, If all cases have been selected go to step 9.

o Step 9:
The end.

The algorithm to calculate TTC database proposed in this paper is shown as a flowchart in Fig. 1.

II.2. ATC Calculation:
Objective of this paper is to calculation of ATC in the operating condition. In the operating condition the

load level has a random nature and is not deterministic. In this paper, we used a load model with a normal
distribution. In this load model, the load was modeled by a normal distribution having 2 percent variance. For
example, the normal distribution function for a 50 MW load having 2 percent variance, is shown in Fig. 2.

Operator using the proposed load model for system condition as well as Monte Carlo simulation, selected
various load levels, and for any of these levels runs power flow. Running the power flow, the power
transferred from any of lines was determined.
The proposed method for ATC evaluation is outlined in the following steps:

o Step 1:
Find TTC for this condition of the system from TTC database

o Step 2:
Obtaining a constant power factor in bus i, by using:

load

load

Q
pf

P


o Step 3:
For real power of load bus i, calculate normal distribution function having 2 percent variance. For

example, if real power is P, average value and variance are P and 0.02*P, respectively.

o Step 4:
Using Monte Carlo simulation, select a load level for bus i. 

o Step 5:
Using power factor and load level values, calculate the reactive power for bus I.

o Step 6:
Run OPF for this load level and calculate power flow from Tie lines between two areas.

o Step 7:
ATC is obtained in this condition of system by calculating the difference between TTC and power flow

from line.
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o Steps 8:
Go to Step 4, if Monte Carlo simulation has been finished go to step 9.

o Step 9:
Calculate probabilistic ATC for the system

The proposed procedure for ATC evaluation in operating condition is shown in Fig. 3.
Then, the operator took the TTC of this system condition from the TTC database. ATC is obtained by

calculating, the difference between TTC and power flow of tie lines.

III. Simulation Result:
The IEEE 24-bus is used to demonstrate the proposed algorithm. The system consists of 24 buses, 38

transmission lines, and 14 plants. The system is divided into two areas. There are five tie lines connecting
these two areas. The failures of transmission lines up to the second order have been considered in the analysis
because the probability of three and more lines being in the failed states at the same time is very small. The
number of contingency states for the system considering up to the second order line failures is 742. These
states include one normal state (no line failure), 38 first-order states (single line failures), and 703 second-order
states (two lines fail at the same time). The TTC of the normal state is 1167 MW. 

Fig. 1: Algorithm for TTC database evaluation used in this paper.
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Fig. 2: Normal distribution functions for a 50 MW load having %2 variance.

Fig. 3: Proposed procedure for determining ATC in operating condition.

Fig. 4: TTC and corresponding probabilities for second order states.
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Fig. 5: Cumulative probability of TTC for all states of system.

Table. 1:  TTCs and corresponding probabilities for the first-order states.
No of Outage Line Probabilities (*10e-3) TTC (MW)
1 0.43 1166.5
2 0.57 1150.97
3 0.37 1100.73
4 0.43 1114.17
5 0.53 1058.83
6 0.42 1166.87
7 1.71 1022.59
8 0.4 1153.96
9 0.38 1153.17
10 1.29 1180.03
11 0.33 1123.36
12 0.49 1155.45
13 0.49 1168.87
14 1.71 1155.59
15 1.71 1157.7
16 1.71 1162.04
17 1.71 1163.48
18 0.49 1155.32
19 0.48 1153.22
20 0.49 1154.31
21 0.64 1152.02
22 0.6 1150.27
23 0.47 1151.52
24 0.4 1168.24
25 0.5 1164.85
26 0.5 1164.85
27 0.5 1033.96
28 0.43 1148.78
29 0.42 1168.01
30 0.39 1166.24
31 0.66 1165.24
32 0.43 1166.88
33 0.43 1166.88
34 0.47 1166.69
35 0.47 1166.69
36 0.42 1166.47
37 0.42 1166.47
38 0.55 1149.82

II.1. TTC Database:
The TTCs and the associated probabilities for the first-order states are shown in table.1. It can be seen

from table.1 that the TTCs for most of the first-order states are between 1022.59 and 1180.3 MW. The total
probability and the average value for the first-order states are 0.024837 and 1147.4 MW, respectively. The
TTCs and the associated probabilities for the second-order states are shown in fig.5. It can be seen from Fig.
5 that the TTCs for the second-order states spread from 820.21 to 1173.57MW. The total probability and the
average value of the TTCs for the second-order states are 0.000304 and 1076.07MW, respectively.
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The cumulative probability for all states of system (non-contingency, first order states and second order
states) is shown in Fig. 6. It is obtained using following formula:

Probability                           (11)( ( ) )
( ( ) )

N ATC i T
ATC i T

N


 

where T is the level of transfer.

Conclusion:
A new algorithm for the assessment of available transfer capability (ATC) in deregulated networks based

on a probabilistic approach is proposed in this paper. An optimal power flow (OPF) technique based on the
quadratic programming is implemented to evaluate TTCs for different contingency states in an interconnected
power system. This paper used enumeration methods for TTC calculation and data base formation is handled
in offline calculation. In this paper, a normal distribution load model is used to cover a random nature of load
level in operating condition. The IEEE 24-bus is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
algorithm. The results show that the algorithm is rapid, economic and accurate for the ATC evaluation in
operating condition. 
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